MobiVisor in
facility management
MobiVisor in action for the internal coordination and
communication in a cleaning company

How MobiVisor helps a cleaning company to
improve the coordination of the employees
Challenge
Diptox is a facility and cleaning company that aims to substitute the recording
of work time per pen and paper with a corresponding app: everything should
be digitised. This is supposed to prevent errors and also minimizes the
possibility of losing the papers with the records when the employees are on
the go.
Another goal of the company is to improve the coordination of working hours.
This is especially important, since most of the employees work in the field.
That's why Diptox needs secure communication tools.

Solution with MobiVisor
Since Diptox implemented MobiVisor MDM, they were able to solve all
problems and meet the requirements of the company.
MobiVisor set up the devices that are used at Diptox in the so-called KIOSK
mode. Thus, employees can easily work with their time report and workload
app as well as MobiVisor Messenger, for secure communication.
With the help of the localisation feature of MobiVisor, it's possible for the
support to see which employee is closest if any error in a facility occurs. The
company can provide ideal service for their customers. Of course MobiVisor
provides this feature only in compliance with the companys’ security
standards and policies.
With the help of MobiVisor, Diptox is now completely secure and safe from
cyberattacks while staying in compliance with GDPR laws.

Do you want to know more?
Do you have questions about how MobiVisor and our extensions work, or are
you unsure whether MobiVisor MDM fits your company and its challenges?
We are happy to assist you with advice and support! Just contact us by phone
or e-mail.
We would also be happy to arrange a personal presentation appointment with
you and provide you with a test environment of MobiVisor without obligation.
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